Mobile Phone and iPods

1. Newman Senior High School requires that student mobile phones and iPods are switched off during class time. Students may not use mobile phones for any reason (including checking the time, using the text facility, or as a calculator during class time).
2. Student found using mobile phones and or/iPods during class time will have them confiscated, and returned at the end of the day.

Phones and/or iPods confiscated for the third time, and beyond, will need to be collected from the front office by a parent or guardian.

Internet & Computer Use

At Newman Senior High School, we have implemented a Computer User’s Agreement to protect students from being subject to undesirable attention, gaining access to undesirable material and to ensure that students understand appropriate use of our computing facilities.

Generally students use computers in the following contexts:

- Supervised Computer Use –
  Students use computers for general word processing and research as part of a structured class activity.

- Independent Computer Use –
  Students use computers for general word processing and research or the pursuit of personal interests outside of a formal class (for example at lunch time).

The school strongly supports student access to computers and encourages all students to make full use of this facility. However, in order to fully benefit, students need to be aware of the protocols and laws associated with the use of computers for research purposes.

The attached agreement outlines the conditions of use of computers for research purposes in this school.

Please be aware that students must return this completed and signed agreement to school before they will be given access to the school's computer network.